
KOREA'S WINTER
ENCHANTMENT

8D7N

16 PLANNED MEALS:  7 BREAKFASTS, 3 LUNCHES, 6 DINNERS



Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport and
check-in for your flight to Seoul, the
starting point of your Korea’s Winter
Enchantment’s adventure.

Arrive at Incheon International Airport and
transfer to your luxury hotel.

Dinner at a restaurant featured in the
Michelin Guide, famous for its Samgyetang
(ginseng chicken soup), accompanied by a
variety of traditional Korean dishes.

Dinner - Samgyetang

Enjoy fruit picking experience, focusing on
fresh strawberries, a favorite activity during
the Korean winter.

Visit the Alpaca World, a unique theme park
home to over 200 alpacas, where visitors can
feed and interact with these friendly animals.

Travel to High1 Ski Resort, one of the premier
ski resorts in South Korea located in Gangwon
province, known for its beautiful landscapes
and high-quality ski facilities.

Lunch – Chuncheon Specialty / Dinner – Pork
BBQ

Spend a full day skiing at the resort. Ski equipment and a 1-hour basic ski lesson
will be provided, along with a full set of snowsuit and ski lift access.

Participate in a traditional Korean tea ceremony in a serene and tranquil setting,
a great opportunity to learn about the country's tea culture and history.

Breakfast – Hotel / Dinner – Korean Set Meal

SINGAPORE - SEOUL

SEOUL – HIGH1 SKI RESORT
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HIGH1 SKI RESORT
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Enjoy another full day of skiing at the resort with ski equipment,
snowsuit, and ski lift access.

Take a ride on the High1 cable car for breathtaking panoramic views of
the surrounding snowy landscapes.

Breakfast – Hotel / Dinner – Gangwon-do Specialty

Visit the Korean Folk Village, a living museum type of attraction in the city
of Yongin, that displays elements of traditional Korean life and culture.

Explore Seongsu-dong café street, a hip district known for its trendy cafes
and shops.

Breakfast – Hotel / Lunch - Folk Village / Dinner Gamjatang



Experience wearing traditional Hanbok for an immersive cultural
experience at Gyeongbokgung, one of the grandest palaces in Seoul.

Explore the Blue House, the executive office and official residence of the
South Korean head of state.

Lunch at beautiful restaurant, located in Seoul's picturesque hills, offers a
tranquil dining experience amid traditional Korean architecture enhanced
by serene garden views, not only it is a culinary delight but also a cultural
immersion into Korea's rich heritage.

Visit the Namsan N Seoul Tower, a landmark that offers spectacular views
of the city.

Explore Myeongdong, a major shopping district in Seoul known for its
beauty shops, fashion, and street food.

Breakfast – Hotel / Lunch - Hanjeongsik
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SEOULDAY

07 Visit HiKR Ground, a multi-purpose
cultural space where one can experience
various aspects of Korean pop culture.

Test your wits at the Dynamic Maze, an
indoor adventure park that combines
elements of an escape room with physical
challenges.

Explore Ikseon-dong, a neighborhood
known for its narrow alleys filled with
traditional Korean houses, or hanoks,
turned into modern cafes, shops, and
restaurants.

Enjoy a relaxing afternoon tea at a
Hanok-style café in a vintage
neighborhood.

Visit Hongdae, a vibrant neighborhood
known for its underground culture, indie
music scene, clubs, and entertainment.

Breakfast – Hotel / Dinner – Bibimbap &
Seafood Pancake
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SEOUL - SINGAPOREDAY

08 Spend your final day of adventure at a Starfield Shopping Mall, where you
can enjoy last-minute shopping.

Depart from Seoul to Singapore carrying memories of a Korean winter
enchantment.

Breakfast – Hotel

The itinerary is designed based on SQ departure. For KE or OZ departure, the
9D7N itinerary will have with a different sequence of destinations and activities,
and it will also include a day of free & easy exploration on D7.
In the event of bad weather, natural disasters, pandemic or unforeseen
circumstances, itineraries or activities may be replaced or cancelled with/without
prior notice for safety considerations.
Tour sequence, domestic flight, hotels and meals are subject to change with /
without prior notice.

Note


